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Foreword

The Membership of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (MRCOG) remains the cornerstone for the assessment of knowledge required by trainee doctors in the UK. Passing the exam is a prerequisite for the progression through the structured training programme, towards the Certificate of Completion of Training (CCT) and entry on to the Specialist Register. The standard of the exam remains high and the curriculum is based on UK practice.

The MRCOG Part 1 exam can be taken at any time after graduation and must be passed before transition from ST2 to ST3 of the training programme. This book aims to provide an exam revision guide for trainee doctors in ST1 and ST2, and international candidates preparing to sit the exam. For international graduates often working outside of recognised training programmes it is a tough exam to pass. Yet many candidates continue to take the exam knowing that success will demonstrate the acquisition of knowledge to a high standard, which will enhance the treatment of the women and babies in their care.

The MRCOG Part 1 has changed in the last few years. It has always tested the knowledge-base in all the basic sciences as they pertain to obstetrics and gynaecology, but a new question format has been introduced to allow the syllabus to be tested in a more clinically relevant manner. Doctors planning to take the exam must now learn how to answer both multiple choice questions (MCQs) and the new single best answer (SBA) format, and for this they require exam technique and clinical knowledge.

This book contains 550 SBAs and MCQs arranged into individual chapters based on the exam syllabus. Covering all the basic sciences as well as current RCOG clinical recommended practice, it provides a comprehensive revision aid with helpful explanations after each question. The book also offers guidance on other information sources and a suggested reading list. At the back of the book there are two practice papers for readers to test their knowledge and practise exam technique.
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Preface

Passing the MRCOG Part 1 is regarded as the first step in becoming an obstetrician and gynaecologist. For many candidates, it will be their first postgraduate exam and the task of passing at first sitting can seem daunting. However, we believe that with appropriate preparation candidates can feel confident in passing the exam first time.

The new curriculum now combines subject matters from everyday clinical practice as well as all the basic medical sciences and is much more clinically orientated than before. There is also a new format with the introduction of single best answer (SBA) questions, the removal of extended matching questions (EMQs) and the reduced proportion of multiple choice questions (MCQs). This book reflects both the new curriculum and format.

The 550 questions presented in this book cover the syllabus in a format which mimics the exam itself. Working through the book will allow trainees to gauge their level and breadth of knowledge and will highlight topics which need to be concentrated on further. Within the answer sections, references are made to the latest evidence-based practice, and tables and diagrams are used to aid in the assimilation of this information.

The philosophy of this book is to provide trainees with an insight into the new assessment technique of the MRCOG Part 1 and to build confidence by approaching the exam in a systematic manner. We hope you enjoy working through the questions in this book and wish you best of luck in the exam.
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Exam revision advice

Exam format
The MRCOG Part 1 exam consists of Paper 1 and Paper 2. Each paper consists of 60 single best answer (SBA) questions and 30 multiple choice questions (MCQs). Each paper must be completed within two hours and thirty minutes. The SBA and MCQ sections are marked out of 150 marks each.

Single best answer (SBA) questions
A SBA comprises three components: a stem (most commonly a clinically relevant vignette), a lead in question and five answer options. The answer options are homogenous and are presented in alphabetical or numerical order for ease of reference. Candidates should read the question carefully then select the single most appropriate answer from the five options.

The nature of a SBA means that there are four distracters surrounding the correct answer. Of the four distracters, there may be one or two distracters which can reasonably be identified as incorrect. There are also likely to be one or two distracters that are plausible answers. At this point, candidates will need to read the stem and lead in question again, then make a judgement as to which answer fits best.

Multiple choice questions (MCQs)
A MCQ is made up of five stems, which must each be answered true or false. Marks are given for answering stems correctly. All the questions need to be answered and there is no negative marking for answering stems incorrectly.

How to use this book
We believe that one of the best ways to revise for the exam, and crucial to passing at first attempt, is to work through practice questions again and again. In this way, confidence will be gained with the new question format and the full curriculum will be covered.

Further reading suggestions are provided to accompany explanations in this book to direct further learning. We feel that this is a more appropriate way for trainee doctors to improve knowledge in certain topics in obstetrics and gynaecology than by memorising sections from large textbooks. We hope that directed learning will enable trainees to concentrate on areas of weakness.

We have included two mock exam papers at the end, which can be tested under timed conditions to provide a good sense of the time restraints of the real exam. Allow two and a half hours to sit each paper, and remember that in the new format there are 60 SBAs and only 30 MCQs.

Finally, having a study buddy is good way to maximise exam preparation. In addition to keeping each other on track, you will be able assist each other with areas of the curriculum that the other may be struggling with. We both studied for the exam together, which gave us focus, a timetable to keep to and some friendly competitiveness to make sure we took our exam preparation seriously.
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